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Little, Brown Company, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. When it comes to Maax, the God of Truth who refuses to follow the rules, there s more to
him than meets the eye. Literally. Because Maax is invisible! Whicbh is probably why, after seventy-
thousand years he s still unable to find a mate. Ashli Rosewood was never meant to die. In fact, her
death might be the very reason the gods are now faced with stopping that pesky doomsday. If only
there was a way to undo the past. Cue Maax. Seven feet of divine masculinity and the unruly god
charged with saving Ashli. With a little help from an ancient Mayan tablet, Maax will travel back in
time and set things right. Easy right? Wrong.Because Maax has one small challenge. He s invisible.
And every time this impatient, powerful deity gets anywhere near Ashli, he spookes her right into
harm s way. Meaning.she dies, and he has to start all over again. Cliff, banana peel, runaway
storage container filled with Belgian chocolates, bee sting, the list goes on. It seems that the
universe has it out for this girl. But why? And what...
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It in one of the best ebook. Yes, it is actually engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an exceedingly straightforward way
in fact it is just following i finished reading through this book by which basically modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Ma yna r d K essler  PhD-- Mr . Ma yna r d K essler  PhD

A fresh electronic book with a new perspective. It is one of the most remarkable book we have go through. Your daily life period will likely be transform the
instant you full reading this article pdf.
-- K a tr ine K ohler  DV M-- K a tr ine K ohler  DV M
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